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SPIRITUALITY AND CONTEXTUALITY

K. Waaijman1

ABSTRACT

This article discusses various historiographies of spirituality as an indication of the
influence of context on spirituality. It gives an overview of the most important his-
toriographies of spirituality. Secondly, it describes the extremes of contextuality and
noncontextuality, before finally reflecting on the dialectic tension between spiritu-
ality and contextuality.

The contextuality or historicity of spirituality is not self-evident. Not
until modern times, in Europe, did it become more or less normal to
look at spirituality from a historical perspective. It is thus not strange
that the historiography of spirituality arose from the nineteenth century.
In that time, the historical perspective was flowering in all sciences.
This historical approach is so compulsive that almost everything that
“happens” has to be “historicised”. But we can ask ourselves whether
this contextualisation, in its predominant and absolute sense, corres-
ponds with the deeper spiritual reality. 

This article first gives an overview of the most important historio-
graphies of spirituality. Secondly, it describes the extremes of con-
textuality, and noncontextuality. Finally, it reflects on the dialectic
tension between spirituality and contextuality.

1. THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF SPIRITUALITY
Historicity was one of the main issues of the nineteenth century. All
great historical syntheses were born in the late modernity of the West-
European mind. Examples of these were Marx’s great draft of the his-
tory of economy as an all-compassing infrastructural determination
of culture (spirituality included, belonging to the superstructure of
history) and Hegel’s phenomenology of the Spirit. The nineteenth
century is also the century of the great syntheses of Biblical history:
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rounded by monographs on periods, currents and persons,2 and by detail
studies in compilations and periodicals.3

In Jewish spirituality the publication of Major trends in Jewish mys-
ticism is still a high point (Scholem 1955), but not the end point. The
historical research of Gershom Scholem, of which he gave accounts in a
large quantity of publications, had its sequel in the works of numerous
researchers: Katz, Dan, Idel, Jacobs, Green, Elior, Grözinger, Tishby,
Lièbes, Schäfer, Grünwald, Halperin, Cohin, Werblowsky, and so forth.

From a Reformation point of view the situation is different. In 1917,
Preuss observed, 

The history of Christian piety has not yet been written. Indeed, even
the most essential preliminary studies for such a history are lacking
(cf. Preuss 1917:1-2). 

In 1995, Jaspert arrived at the same conclusion (cf. Jaspert 1995:
123-168), although several preliminary studies had by that time become
available (cf. Nieden & Nieden 1999).

A critical point in connection with this flood of historiographies
is the question concerning the selection mechanisms which shape the
historical reconstructions. Which stories are regarded as being less
important? How has the story been divided? Where were the high points
created? Which stories were written from the top down? On what
grounds? The underlying question is, of course: From what perspective
(and that always means, from the standpoint of what interest?) has
the history been constructed? (cf. Sheldrake 1991). It is striking, for
example, to see the pains which Pourrat and Bouyer take to make the
history of Christian spirituality a sign of unity: to them all the dif-
ferences remain expressions of one and the same (Catholic) mind. Also
Greek-Latin dominance at the expense of national spiritualities is ac-
cepted as self-evident. The perspective is preponderantly clerical and

2 For a brief overview of the most important works, cf. Steggink & K. Waaijman
(1985:117-120; Mataniç 1990:162-170).

3 See section 6: Geschiedenis van de spiritualiteit, in Bibliographia Internationalis
Spiritualitatis a Pontificio Instituto Spiritualitatis (BIS); the Index of articles on Jewish
studies (RAMBI) under Spiritual Trends in Judaism; the bibliography in the Revue
d’Histoire Ecclésiastique and the Revue d’Histoire de la Spiritualité (1920-1978).
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Steggink & Efrén de la Madre de Dios 1982-1984). In a comparable
way the rise of Hasidism can be read against the background of the
economic circumstances in which Eastern-European Jews found them-
selves and the bankruptcy of Jewish mysticism after the public activities
of Sabbatai Zwi. One can interpret Teresa of Lisieux from the per-
spective of the bourgeois milieu of nineteenth century France.

Historical research in spirituality also knows the other extreme of
the continuum: spirituality, especially in its mystical component, differs
from its context. There is discontinuity between the socio-cultural
context and the phenomenon of spirituality. We can make this dis-
continuity concrete with the aid of the “historical definition of mys-
ticism” proposed by Dan (1993:58-90). On the basis of his research
in Jewish mysticism he arrives at the conclusion 

that mysticism as a historical phenomenon in “book” religions can
generally be characterized only in negative terms: rejection of the senses
and logic as denoting divine truth; rejection of accepted exegetical
methodologies as providing insights into divine intentions; rejection
of communicative language as an instrument of conveying supreme
truth; and, usually, a critical attitude, overt or implied, concerning
rituals and social norms of the religious culture. In many cases, a
rebellious attitude can be discerned (Dan 1993:89).

Only on the basis of this discontinuous relation to the socio-religious
context can one cautiously proceed to discover some contingent simi-
larities between the various mystical figures and currents.

3. THE DIALECTIC BETWEEN SPIRITUALITY
AND CONTEXTUALITY

Finally it is necessary to articulate an own position regarding the con-
textuality of spirituality. In my opinion there is a dialectic relation
between spirituality and the socio-cultural context. Continuity and dis-
continuity between spirituality and the socio-cultural context are ex-
tremes in a field of tension. De Certeau (1966:3-31) has strikingly
described this field of tension. On the one hand, spirituality expresses
itself in the language of a certain period, a reality by which its search
for God gains form and content:

The essential element in any spiritual experience is not some “other-
ness” quite outside the language of the time. This very language is
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